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Desiderata 

Here is a list of things which are important to me, a sort of list 
ofvalues: 

I value loyalty and commitment, personal attachments that are 
long-standing and enduring. 

I have little concern for fashion, pop culture or celebrities. 
I adm ire the nobility of rocks and have an affection for trees. 
I find my place in nature and try to live within its limitations. 
I'd rather be a forest than a parking lot, yet I'd rather live my 

life in a neighborhood than in the woods. 
I willing accept obligations beyond my choosing, wanting to 

honor my ancestors but not worship them. 
I have a fondness for the past but do not long for it. 
I'd rather repair the old than demolish it for the new. 
Wealth, power and privilege have little appeal to me. 
I'm skeptical ofprogress, wary ofexperts, but love ideas and 

admire intelligence. 
I often prefer the company ofchildren to that of adults. 
I hope to do no harm and want to do some good. 
I'd rather have things close than far, little rather than big. 
I could be happy either as a swallow or as a lamb. 
I like beautiful things but plain things, vibrant things, not dull. 
I abhor uniforms and am frightened by rallies. 
I'm critical ofthings as they are but know that not all change 

is for the better. 
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A Joy, a Tragedy 

As a City College student, I took a contemporary American 
literature class. Each student devoted himself to one writer for the 
semester. I chose Bernard Malamud, not knowing at the time that 
he was a graduate of CCNY or that I would have a chance to meet 
him that year. 

Malamud attracted me much the way Steinbeck did, namely, 
his vision of society and a dedication to a better world. 
Hemingway's pugnaciousness, his "manliness" held little appeal 
to me then or now. Steinbeck, I believe, had deficiencies as a writer, 
while Malamud seems to me to be more durable. 

I cannot remember where I read this line ofhis but it has stayed 
with me since: Life is a tragedy filled with joy. This phrase has 
resurfaced for me as I think about my mother's death a day before 
her 83rd birthday. 

What brought this home to me was my father who said, not 
long after she died, that he has decided to go on living. He said this 
not with resignation but anticipation. The pain of her loss is real 
but life is sweet nevertheless. 

Tragedy cannot be avoided. Either we are pulled under by it or 
savor life in spite of or perhaps because of it. I don't know if it is 
possible to choose how we respond to such losses. But I do know 
that watching my father move from tears to laughter is one of the 
most important lessons he has ever taught me. Malamud only cap
tured in words what my father demonstrated. 
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The Hornbill and the Crane 

The hornbill plagued the school. Swooping from the blue Af
rican sky, it descended by the dormitory door. There with its hard 
beak it hammered at the glass until only the metal frame remained. 
To the consternation of the teachers the bird shattered new win
dows as soon as they were placed. It was as though the bird sensed 
something malignant about the window. 

Meanwhile at a nearby mission a crane with a broken wing 
preened in front oflong windows, strutting its erratic mating dance 
attempting to attract its imprisoned image. The crane would end 
its life dancing there in the false infatuation, beguiled by some
thing without substance, dying in lonely fascination. 

How like the crane we are here in a wonderland of mirrors, a 
place where our reflections are only steps away. In shopping malls 
our images are available from three angles at once; we find our
selves on the side of new glass buildings. 

Most mornings I begin with the sight ofmy own face before I 
view that ofanother. It is not a real face I see, merely an image of 
one. It lacks depth and only gives the illusion ofexisting in space. 
It mimics me perfectly. 

For a while in Kenya I lived with only one hand-held mirror. 
Mainly I relied upon my wife to report the news of my appear
ance; her judgments were requisite. 

Now I need only consult a mirror. 
The hornbill knew better than the crane. Is anything gained by 

mirrors? 
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That's a Good Idea 

In high school, one term of gym was devoted to swimming. 
We began the class by changing into shorts and sneakers for atten
dance on the basketball court, then returned to the locker room to 
undress. A teacher, who awaited us, turned on the water in the 
shower room and directed us there. He handed out soap and told us 
how to wash ourselves. At the end ofthe shower, he passed out the 
towels and told us how to dry ourselves. Then we went back to the 
locker room to dress for the next class. No swimming. 

I mean no swimming for the entire term. Each day we shower
ed but never once entered the pool. Actually, there was good rea
son for this. Stuyvesant High School didn't have a pool. It never 
had one. 

Why then did we take swimming when all we did was shower? 
The best I could make out is that the Board ofEducation mandated 
swimming classes for all city high schools. This was an estimable 
idea, I'm sure, but it would have been even better if a pool had 
been provided. But no matter. In one ofthe country's academically 
elite public high schools, thousands of boys received instructions 
on washing and drying because this was as close as we could get to 
the swimming requirement. 

Did the school realize the absurdity of the situation? While 
none ofus students thought it was anything but stupid, the shower 
teacher seemed serious, ifnot grim. We went through the motions 
but he appeared to think it was important. 

I sometimes wonder why we participate in activities that are 
patently ridiculous. Perhaps it is, to paraphrase the poet Irving 
Feldman, that we cannot see our own irrelevancies. 

To step back once in a while and examine our own actions 
can be a useful thing. We may be able to get a good laugh even 
at ourselves. 
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Holding Wonder, Like a Cup 

On my book shelf are three items: a pink stone, an aluminum 
disk and the seed of a lantana palm . 

Near the hamlet of Badaling, in China, I walked, jogged and 
wandered along the roadway at the top of the Great Wall. Sud
denly the passage ended. Although the Great Wall's 3,000 mile 
length makes it the only human construction to be seen from the 
moon, only a small part is in good enough repair to walk upon. 
Beyond the sign forbidding further going, the wall hugs the ridge 
ofthe mountains as a huge dragon's tail making its way to the sea. 
But the missing pieces, broken turrets, cracked slabs and ramparts 
made passing prohibited and dangerous. 

So I sat in a watchtower, looking onto the mountains fading in 
slate gray and rose. In my mind's eye I raced across centuries. I 
placed a fragment of the wall in my pocket. 

The metal disk is from the Montana Rockies, near Hungry 
Horse Dam. In the middle of an evergreen forest, needles seared 
by chemical fumes, is an aluminum smelting plant. In the center 
of the building are pits smoking molten metal. Workers stand be
side the pits sweeping bauxite into the flames. The foreman makes 
his rounds on a bicycle. The air is all heat and haze. 

Outside is a pile of aluminum disks made to test the metal's 
purity. I was told they were only scraps, so I took one with me 
when I went. 

Across Kenya's savannah are the Masai, one ofthe last peoples 
to enter modern times. Until recently they refused to have their 
photos taken, believing that the likeness snatched their souls. To
day it is not unusual to find the same Masai who goes to a clinic 
for medical treatment to cross the plains carrying a lantana seed as 
an amulet to ward off poison snakes. 

When I found such seeds along the Indian Ocean near 
Mombasa, I took several home with me. 

Often when I'm at my desk, I look at the objects - the rock, the 
disk and the seed - and wonder. 
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Strangely Wild For Ever 

Overlooking Lake Windermere in northern England are the "Without 'ethical C1 

ruins of a viewing post used by ladies and gentleman of an earlier SO wrote Albert Einste 
period. These 18th century visitors climbed the hill across from sary of the Ethical Mo 
the town so as to get a better view ofthe countryside. Upon reach Black, Einstein stresset 
ing the selected site, they were ready. Turning their backs on the humankind, but the nee 
lake, they then held a convex and dark mirror, called a Claude-glass, The analogy to the 
in front of their eyes, thereby looking at the scenery over their field offood. Food is ne 
shoulders. Hikers viewed nature in this strange, mediated way be is needed for the surviv: 
cause they believed that the lake and hills were so wild that to ered in various ways, Of 

view them directly would cause one to go mad. for crops for future year 
This amusing bit ofnonsense made me think about those things an infinite number ofw 

we do which, to future generations, will seem equally absurd. Two tionships will provide dl 
come to mind, although, I'm certain, each of us can extend the list Seeds are planted in 

First, I think about Long Island's green lawns. Our land was needs sunlight. People ne 
never meant for the grass ofwhich we are so fond. Indeed, there is respect. If we abuse the 
a species ofcactus which is native to this area. Lawns require much ing. Ifwe abuse the peol 
water, fertilizing and cutting. I don't understand the aesthetic which less enriching. 
values lawns over other types of vegetation which grow quite well Soil builds in incre 
without our constant efforts. Lawn maintenance would only be lives through small enc( 
quaint if it weren't for its side-effects. Every town now enforces As the varieties ofh~ 
water regulations, and wells, from which we get our drinking wa is no one right way of Ii 
ter are, in many places, severely polluted, in part due to chemicals the ways in which syntt 
put on lawns to keep them green and ful L tute for foods rising frot 

Second, I think about which foods we find acceptable and which genuine and authentic Ii 
not. Not long ago the odd person didn't savor hamburgers. Today As spring brings fort 
tofu is high on many lists as the food of choice. Still, one of the remember that as the ga 
world's most bountiful supplies of good, inexpensive protein is care for each other. 
reviled as a food source. When I tell people that friends ofmine in 
Kenya treat termites as a delicacy, they hardly believe it. But eat
ing bugs is no more intrinsically revolting than lawns are inher
ently more beautiful than ivy and cactus. 

The unexamined life is not worth living, it is said. Perhaps so. The . 
problem is that we often don't know that it hasn't been examined. 
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For Everything There is a Season 

"Without 'ethical culture' there is no salvation for humanity." 
So wrote Albert Einstein upon the occasion of the 75th anniver
sary of the Ethical Movement. In this letter to leader Algernon 
Black, Einstein stressed, not the need for an institution to save 
humankind, but the need for the cultivation of ethics. 

The analogy to the cultivation of ethics can be found in the 
field offood. Food is necessary for the survival ofthe body; ethics 
is needed for the survival ofthe species. While food may be gath
ered in various ways, only the proper care of the soil will provide 
for crops for future years; while people can relate to each other in 
an infinite number of ways, only the proper nourishment of rela
tionships will provide decent lives for future generations. 

Seeds are planted in soil. We are rooted in community. Plants 
needs sunlight. People need love. Plants needs water. Humans need 
respect. If we abuse the soil, the food we eat will be less nourish
ing. If we abuse the people we live with, the lives we lead will be 
less enriching. 

Soil builds in incremental layers. We build meaning in our 
lives through small encounters of daily life. 

As the varieties ofhealthy foods are too numerous to list, there 
is no one right way of living. As we now are beginning to realize 
the ways in which synthetic and adulterated foods are no substi
tute for foods rising from earth's bosom, we know, too, that only 
genuine and authentic lives add to the earth's bounty. 

As spring brings forth new crops, as you watch the world green, 
remember that as the gardener must care for the garden, we must 
care for each other. 
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Face to Face 

"From here," we said, sipping wine 107 stories high at Win
dows on the World, "even slums look beautiful." 

East New York, my native Brooklyn, which now competes 
with the worst third-world slums, shimmered in the far distance 
before the glint of Jamaica Bay. From another angle, we could see 
beyond Central Park to the haze of the South Bronx. It was 
breath-taking and beautiful. 

Everything and everyone, from a distance, can be loved. In 
their latest revision, China's historians have elevated Ghengis Khan 
into a near-romantic figure who descended from the steppes to 
unite bands ofpetty warring states. The power, force and ugliness 
ofPicasso's Guemica has been converted into decorative art, to be 
hung over the living-room couch. 

The more compassionate the person, the more that person is 
supposed to love the world and the people in it. Many do - at a 
distance. Hearts break at the thought of homeless victims, check
books become means of consolation. Humanists care about Cam
bodians, Kurds and Zimbabweans. 

The love of multitudes is an act of will, bringing to the heart 
what the head views compassionately. The thought of millions, 
especially those who are victims, creates a pointilist image, beau
tiful in itself. It is the esthetic of charity. 

But to love another person, as an individual, is life itself, and 
infinitely harder. Life up close reveals the scars of being human. 
Here are the annoyances of small habits, those exquisite instru
ments that seem designed to torture intimates. 

How much easier to be inspired by the call to noble action on 
behalf ofthose unseen than it is to find what is noble in your neigh
bor. Those far away represent the hope of the future; the person 
next door is a crank. 

Ideals are necessary and fine. But it is when they are lived in 
life's little encounters as well that there is a real chance of making 
the world a better place for everyone. 
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On a Sacred Mountain 
(" 

When I think ofhard work -labor - I recall my climb up one of
j China's sacred mountains, Tai Shan. It was here that Chinese em

perors would journey at least once in their lives. The mountain, 
although not particularly high, is frequently shrouded in mist. Car
ried on a palanquin, the emperor sat facing east, waiting from the 
shroud to lift and reveal the rising sun. 

While the mountain top is no longer confined to royalty and it 
is no longer sacred, it is the goal of many to climb the long stair
case and ride the cable car to the summit to watch, in awe, the 
opening clouds make way for a glimpse of the sunrise. While I 
was there, many elderly, including women whose feet in genera
tions past had been bound into gnarled claws, ascended slowly to 
make the journey to the edge of the earth. 

Recognizing Tai Shan's attraction, the Chinese government 
decided to build a hotel not far from the top. So side-by-side with 
the tourists climbing, there were laborers hauling heavy rocks for 
construction. Across their backs they placed bamboo poles and at 
either end were massive stones to go into the new building. The 
workers ran the steps to make their wages. Because they were 
shirtless I could see that nearly all of their backs were purple with 
deep bruises. 

This is what it takes, I thought, to create another's comfort; 
this is what some must do in order to earn enough to eat. Despite 
the years ofcommunism, the laborers' lot was still hardly differ
ent from that of the coolie or slave. 

I think about this remembering that in the 19th century the 
labor problem was defined as the major social problem facing the 
world. The problem is still with us It is still central to the human 
experience, moral imagination and moral will. 

Whi Ie for all practical purposes Marxism may be dead, even 
in China, the problems which gave birth to it have not died. Per
haps we need to examine afresh the programs set about more than 
a century ago by social reformers. That there has yet to be an ad
equate responses to the problem of labor is not cause for despair 
but a call to challenge. 
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Art and Living 

"Why," people have asked me, "do you devote so much time 
to writing imaginative literature: poetry, plays and novels?" 

One answer is that, for me, it is a calling. I don't feel so much 
that I choose it as it chooses me. I don't sit by the window waiting 
for the muse to visit. Unbidden, the muse finds me. 

"Yes, that's fine, but what does that have to do with your cho
sen profession, leadership in the Ethical Movement?" A great deal, 
I think. Susan Sontag expressed it well when she said, "Art and 
thought. That's what lasts. That's what continues to feed people 
and give them an idea of something better. A better state of one's 
feelings or simply the ideaofa silence in one's selfthat allows one 
to think or to feel. Which is to me the same thing." 

One purpose of an Ethical Society is to nourish people with 
thought of a better life, a sustaining and rich life. One way to do 
this is to think deeply by clarifying one's thoughts. Another way is 
to feel deeply by exposing one's self to the lives of others and to 
the beauty around us. The first method is that of the philosopher, 
the second that of the artist. 

The Ethical Movement, since its founding in 1876, has favored 
the course ofdeep thinking. This, I think, is the product of having 
been founded by Felix Adler, who taught philosophy at Columbia 
University throughout most ofhis career while also serving as the 
Ethical Movement's prime leader. If it had been founded instead 
by say Walt Whitman, an equally passionate lover of humanity, 
our emphasis would be quite different, a place full of America 
singing. 

This is not to say that art is superior to philosophy or vice 
versa. It is to make the point that Sontag was making, namely, that 
thought and feeling cannot be separated, that at their best art and 
philosophy are two aspects of the same thing, each needing the 
other to remain balanced and whole. 
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What's News 

When I lived in Kenya on a hillside not far from Lake Victoria, 
the world seemed never closer and also never further away. Here 
the earth turned under my feet, birds sang in towering trees, and 
goats were tethered to posts for slaughter. !he neighborh.ood 
abounded with all things human: passion and Jealousy, marnage 
and death, births, births, always more births, and friendship and 
religious antagonisms. 

But the nearest telephone was two valleys away. [read no 
newspaper and once a week bought a magazine. Daily news came 
from the Voice ofKenya, items generally about President Kenyatta 
attending one agricultural fair or another throughout the country. 
Letters from home arrived periodically. 

That which seemed to be vital to know about immediately while 
in the United States could wait for learning. Most important, it 
seemed, was that which was nearest at hand. Disasters, obituaries, 
and political events made no difference whether I heard of them 
instantly or days afterward. What influence I might have, the ac
tion I might choose to take, would have to wait a bit. In the larger 
scheme ofthings, it was a realistic assessment ofmy place in life. 

Breathlessness wasn't a constant condition, anxiety wasn't 
related to the state ofthe world. 

Today I need to remind myself ofthat time, that place. Know
ing shouldn't be a burden but a source ofpower. The lure oftelevi
sion pictures, bulletins and late-breaking news is compelling. But 
[ also recognize how easily information can overwhelm and how 
much of what we think we need to know isn't so. 

I tell this to myself every morning as I read two newspapers 
and every evening as I watch the network news. But the news be
fore going to bed? Never. I want lullabies before sleep, not horror 
stories. 
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At Risk 

Writer Pat Conroy grew up in a home with a violent father. 
But it was his mother who provided the counter-weight to the ha
tred spewed by his father. 

When Pat was a boy, his mother read aloud to him. One ofthe 
books was The Diary ofAnne Frank. Conroy relates that he fell in 
love with Anne and became hysterical when, at the end ofthe book, 
he learned of herfate. 

"And then my mother said something that affected me my en
tire life. She said she wanted us to become the kind of family that 
would hide Jews." 

Exactly so, I thought. That is the kind offamilies we all need 
to become - families who risk all in order to save from certain 
death the lives of people who may be strangers. 

Today we don't have a government which is deporting people 
to gas chambers, but that doesn't lessen the need for us to stand up 
bravely against injustice. Anti-Semitism isn't a relic of the past. 
The venom is poured daily. 

Racism, America's Achilles' heel, is more virulent than it has 
been in many years. To be black in our country is frequently a 
heavy burden to bear. A burning cross is an obvious manifesta
tion, but it also affects the relations between races in the most in
sidious and sometimes unconscious fashion. 

People of good will are called upon to express their courage. 
Being moral is more than saying nice things or being a pleasant, 
inoffensive person. It necessitates the kind of character which 
Conroy's mother hoped for in her own family. And, as with Conroy, 
all it takes is one person to articulate the ideal for a child, an ideal 
whose pull ultimately outweighs the brutal power of an abusive 
father. 
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A Single Person 

Riding the subway in Munich, I was surprised to find a stop at 
Dachau. In my mind, concentration camps existed in deep forests, 
far from urban centers. But there it was, accessible by the metro, 
whizzing by weary commuters. 

Despite its nearness to the city, my host said that during the 
Nazi period he knew virtually nothing about the camp, except that 
to ask about it would bring government force down upon the in
quirer. So ignorance prevailed. 

And what ignorance the camp, now museum, reveals. The Nazis 
kept meticulous records at this camp, unlike most others which 
they wanted to consign to invisibility forever. Here they noted their 
procedures and photographed their experiments, so that these ad
vancements in murder techniques could be duplicated at more ex
tensive and horrible places. At this the first concentration camp 
they tried out the shower rooms, executioners' ropes and ovens. 

Yet what remains in my mind more vividly than anything else 
is the photograph not of children and mothers but of a political 
prisoner wearing a pilot's helmet. This man, not a Gypsy or Jew 
but a socialist, served as an experimental subject to determine the 
amount ofpressure the skull can withstand. The picture shows him 
clutching his head just moments before his death. 

I often think about that subway, that camp and that picture. I 
wonder what it is today that I refuse to look at as I go about my 
business. And I wonder how much I am like my German host. 
What is it that I won't see? What is it that I refuse to ask? 
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The Human Spirit 

Philosopher Hans Jonas in his book The Imperative ofRe
sponsibility notes that the perennial fate ofethics is that the nega
tive is so much clearer than the positive. By this he means that it is 
relatively easy to identify bad actions and bad conditions. This 
makes it possible to readily choose what to condemn. The more 
difficult task of ethics is, once having abolished the morally scan
dalous, knowing what the positive consists of. 

This insights helps to explain, I think, the reason why it is 
easier to mobilize against something than it is to organize to create 
something new. It also explains why people given to ethical sensi
tivity are often critics rather than celebrants. 

Certainly oppression and injustice need protesting against. But 
this only makes the constructive task more urgent. What kind of 
world do we really want and can we be the people to make such a 
world? 

We need to balance both sides ofthe ethical equation: we need 
to change what is morally repugnant and at the same time we need 
to honor the human spirit. For this reason, on any given day we 
may picket and protest, dance and sing, condemn and praise. 

Our dual responsibility is to undo what present harm is being 
perpetrated and to hold a vision of what may be. This we do by 
celebrating the human condition both in in frailties and nobility. 
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The Right Speech is Speaking Rightly 

Non-theistic religions are best known in Asia. There we find 
Taoism, Confucianism and Buddhism . 

Confucianism can be viewed as the religion ofhuman society, 
Taoism that of nature and Buddhism the religion of the psyche. 
Buddhism starts with the premise that we all suffer and proceeds 
to detail the manner in which such suffering can be alleviated. One 
such step is known as "right speech." Buddhism correctly points 
to the essential importance of speaking rightly. To speak rightly 
may be a path towards liberation but perhaps more importantly it 
is necessary for human relations. The cultivation ofethics requires 
that we speak rightly, honestly and fairly. This is so not only for 
our own good and not only for the good of those with whom we 
speak but, as Bertrand de 10uvenal said, "The elementary political 
process is the action of mind upon mind through speech." 

Speaking is a political act. Through speech we influence oth
ers. Deceit, lies, dissembling are forms ofcoercion and the unfair 
use of force. Respect for the dignity of each individual requires 
that right speech become a necessity not only for personal rela
tions but for political affairs as well. Without right speech we are 
less than free. Without honest and plain speech a people can't be 
free. 

I think about this when I listen to politicians, some ofwhom, it 
seems, have lost sight of this basic proposition for a democratic 
society. Free minds thrive on honest speech. All minds are put to 
sleep under the weight of lies. 
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Something Special 

Nora Ellen Groce ends her book Everyone Here Spoke Sign 
Language: Hereditary Deafness on Martha's Vineyard, by writ
ing, "The most striking fact about these deaf men and women is 
that they were not handicapped because no one perceived their 
deafness as a handicap. As one woman said to me, 'You know, we 
didn't think anything special about them. They were just like any
one else. When you think about it, the Island was an awfully nice 
place to live.' Indeed it was." 

Accepting and acknowledging differences without smug su
periority is a difficult task. The people ofMartha's Vineyard did it 
because deafness was so commonplace as to define the norm. Ev
eryone learned sign language not to help out 'the poor unfortu
nates' but because in order to communicate everyone needed to 
know sign language. 

To understand the world in another's way is different than 
'helping' those in need. No one wants to be patronized, but we all 
want our uniqueness to be honored. Being patronized is withering. 
Feeling and acting morally superior is a kind of spiritual death. 

A challenge is avoiding being moralistic on the one hand, and 
indifferent to special needs of people on the other. But anyone 
who said that learning how to be decent people was an easy thing 
wasn't telling the truth. 
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Simply Complex 

Julian Barnes said that as a journalist his task was to simplify, 
but as a novelist his task was to complicate. What, I wondered, is 
the task of a religious leader? 

Henry Neumann, long the leader of the Brooklyn Society for 
Ethical Culture until his death in 1966, summarized the role of 
religious leaders as that ofcomforting the afflicted and afflicting 
the comfortable. I have seen this idea expressed elsewhere, and I 
doubt that it was original with Dr. Neumann. Nevertheless, it does 
capture something important about the religious life and contra
dictions inherent in it. 

To comfort the afflicted is akin to the journalist's job. Rough 
edges are smoothed, complexities reduced to simpler formulations. 
This is not time for philosophy but some peaceful words of reas
surance. 

To afflict the comfortable, however, is more like the work of 
the novelist. It attacks dogma and easy thinking. It assails cant and 
is an enemy of propaganda. It doesn't aim at peace of mind but 
truth of mind. Humanity is comprehended in its ambiguities, un
certainties and contradictions. It cannot be contained and remains 
wild. 

Each of needs at one time to be comforted and at other times 
to be challenged. Ifwe were all the same atthe same time, the task 
would be easier. But each of us is unique and we are at different 
parts of the journey. 

This is why a religious home cannot be merely a business or 
school or moral hospital. On the one side, our battered souls re
quire something simple; truth, however, demands something dif
ferent. We cannot maintain our integrity as human beings without 
also being truthful. Therein lies the dilemma. An appreciation of 
the problem is one step towards acceptance. 
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Science and Character 

"Morality," writes Romania's exiled poet Andrei Codrescu, 
has become "the science of indoor living." 

Like many poetic pronouncements, the comment is reso
nant with meaning. It implies that at another time morality also 
included life outdoors. So today, for example, our relationship 
with the environment is no longer an ethical matter but a pragmatic 
one exploring the limits ofexploitation. 

I also read Codrescu as commenting upon the development 
of ethics into something resembling science rather than character. 
We calculate the benefits, weigh the costs. We want to know what 
the bottom line is. With proper instruments ofmeasure, we believe 
we can get things just right. But ethics is never completely scien
tific, for it always involves matters ofheart and will, and therefore, 
must always contend with the hidden recesses ofthe human psyche. 

And I read Codrescu in still another way, mainly, that eth
ics has moved from the public space into a spot by the fireplace. 
The link between politics and ethics has been severed so that now 
we take morality to mean being nice to people, making people feel 
good, not hurting another's feeling or giving offence. Peace ofmind 
replaces enlightenment and character formation. 

But the fact is that not everything we need to know can be 
learned in kindergarten but must be worked out slowly with con
tentious and sometimes grating people, people filled with base 
motives and desirous of imposing their needs upon others. 

Ethics can't be separated from the realm ofnature or poli
tics and it can't be made precise. Rather it grows well when nur
tured carefully, fully aware ofthe complexities of life, sensitive to 
the lives of others, even those we'll never know. It is all too easy 
for morality to become the science of indoor living. Ethics can't 
o;top at the front door. 
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Old Habits 

Between my house and Jericho Turnpike there are two stop 
signs. These signs, near an elementary school, have been there at 
least as long as I have been living in Westbury - more than 20 
years. While no auto drive is so routine as to become a habit with
out thought, two decades on a less than one mile strip comes close 
to it. So without much thought, I start to slow down a half block 
before each sign, come to a halt, and then proceed. 

The trouble is that last year one of the signs was moved 
a block closer to the school. Still, as I travel down Powells 
Lane, I slow down where the sign used to be and occasion
ally, when my mind is not fully on driving, I make a stop where 
there is no sign any longer. 

This habit can be dangerous to others, for I come to a halt 
where there is seemingly no reason for this action. Not long ago a 
car passed me as I stood still, waiting for an auto from the side 
street to enter the main road. This nearly caused an accident and 
certainly consternation, as my stopping in the lane appeared to be 
for no good reason. 

Ofcourse, the reason wasn't good any longer. What once served 
me as almost second nature now is an impediment to good driving. 

How much like other things, I thought. The past provides us 
with experiences from which to learn. But what was once a useful 
lesson now is something standing in the way of useful living. 

I'm never certain what to hold on to and what to let go of. But 
I do know that not everything once helpful is any longer. 

Stopping for a sign that is now elsewhere is not only senseless 
but dangerous. I need new habits and those I acquire by paying 
attention to what is in front ofme, not what I think is there because 
it once was. 
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Ask Yourself 

I have found the following useful questions: 
What do you value most in life? 
Do you live your life consistent with those values and principles? 
If your children could know you fully, would they be pleased 

with what they found? 
What have you done today that adds to the common good? 
Would the world be a better place ifothers acted as you do? co 
What place do people play in your life, what place objects and 

things? 
How important is success and what success is important? 
When people let you down, how to you respond to that dis

appointment? 
u 

Are you dependable, reliable and responsible? 
Do you put your hands where your heart is? 

NOl 
E 

thrc 
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COMMEMORATION 

The Ethical Culture 
Movement was founded 
in 1876 by Felix Adler, 

our first Leader. 

NOTE: There are twenty-three 
Ethical Culture Societies 

throughout the United States. 



ETHICAL CULTURE SERIES 
(LEADER ADDRESSES) 

A RELIGIOUS VIEW OF LIFE, by Joseph Chuman, 
Leader Ethical Society of Bergen County, NJ 

BEYOND THE GOLDEN RULE, by Dr. Sheldon Ackley, 
Leader at large - New York Ethical Culture Society, NY 

FOUNDING ADDRESS MAY 15, 1876, by Felix Adler, 
Founder of Ethical Culture Society Movement, USA 

SALVATION AND ENLIGHTENMENT, by Dr. Arthur Dobrin 

SOUNDS OF THE HEART, by Dr. Matthew Ies Spetter, 
Leader Riverside-Yonkers Society for Ethical Culture, NY 

THE FOUNDATIONS OF PERSONAL MORALITY, by Fritz Williams, 
Leader - Baltimore Ethical Culture Society, MD 

THE EVOLUTION OF GOD AND HEAVEN, by Dr. Arthur Dobrin 

UNDERSTANDING EVIL, by Dr. Arthur Dobrin 

WAS JESUS A GREAT ETHICAL TEACHER?, by Dr. Arthur Dobrin 

WHY THE ETHICAL MOVEMENT IS SO SMALL 
AND WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT IT, by Joseph Chuman 

COLUMBIA PUBLISHING COMPANY 

Note: Above publications are available in quanitities to 
organizations for resale as a fond raiser. 


